
Part 2 - Transformation Alchemy Class 

 

INVOCATION:  ‘I AM’ Victorious in the Purification Through Our Use of the Mighty 
Violet Flame for All God Life here within all outer appearances.  ‘I AM’ the 
Consciousness in the Violet Consuming Flame of Transformation, in every sentient 
being, animate or inanimate.  ‘I AM’ the Mighty All-Pervading Presence of the 
Intelligence of and in All Life and Its Great, Purifying Divine Truth through Divine Love 
in Action by which It Manifests the Infinite Universe, Eternally Sustained and Controls 
It, Holding All in Divine Order and Divine Balance and Goes Forward to the Fulfilment 
of the Great Divine Plan of Mastery.  Beloved ‘I AM’ Presence Bring all of humanity 
True Understanding Through the Rightful Application of the Cosmic Laws for God Life 
Here Upon the Earth and In Whom We Live, Breathe and Have Our Being!  

St. GERMAIN:  Greetings Dear Brothers and Sisters, before We begin today, Peter wishes to 
present a question that needs some clarification.  Peter, if you would please: 

PETER:  Thank you Dear Brother, yes, the topic that my question facilitates is something that 
has been laying heavy on my mind of late.  In the Discourse, Part 9 – Twelve Mind Powers – 
Divine Order - Charles Fillmore – (Master Hilarion) there is a statement that reads, 

"Do not dogmatize in creed, or statement of being, as a governing rule of thought and action 
for those who join your organization.  These things are limitations and they often prevent 
free development because of foolish insistence on consistency.” 

I know that this relates directly to what was being shared regarding the so-called manmade 
laws/orders by religious groups who forbid people working on the Sabbath and how these 
laws truly were not of God.  So, in this context I am very clear about its understanding and 
Point of Tension! 

However, my question is based upon this statement that relates to the Elemental Grace 
Alliance and its present Group formations.  As you Know, the responsibilities we have been 
Granted by the Karmic Board, MUST ensure that we are very aware of All steps we take in 
fulfilling Our Obligations to these Grants.  As You have made ‘UNDERSTANDING’ the Focus 
within Your Opening Discourse for this New Alchemical Transformation Class, this seemed to 
be a good place to have this statement Qualified to be ABSOLUTELY Pure of Intention, 
especially from the standpoints of the ‘True Constitution’ of the EGA within the Formation of 
the New Divine Ashramic Group Synthesis within Divine Economy. 

I have rewritten the statement to give myself a better grasp of the words used in the original 
statement. 

“Do not rationalize or intellectualize in principle, or give your faith to, or place any assertion 
over any individual or group consciousness, as a governing order of thought or action of 
those who may join your living organism.  These things are limitations and they often 



prevent free development because of the consistency of working from untruths or old belief 
paradigms”. 

Can you please put all this into perspective within the Group Membership and Rightful 
Application to All activities, no matter what they may be, so we may all move forward with 
Greater ‘Divine Understanding’ of the Divine Truth?  Bless You. 

St. GERMAIN:  Indeed!  Dear Ones, this is a very good question and one that leads Us into the 
next phase of the Alchemical Transformation Teachings.  It is good to see that within the Class 
there are those of you who are genuinely examining in more depth the Discourses given to 
the EGA for the Purposefulness of the Implementation and Performance of the Grants 
Highlighted and Bestowed upon the EGA.  I cannot express enough the need for this 
throughout the Whole of the EGA within a United Group Effort at this time. 

In answer to your question, you would accept that in the past many religious groups had 
certain personal agendas were intended that were not of God’s Love and so such applications 
of and you used this word with precision, ‘orders’ to obey!  Many world groups still today, 
continue as individual factions within all parts of world activities do this and do it by strength, 
power, impositions and through the forces of darkness.  Any well Intended Rightful 
Application will go to extraordinary lengths to find the Truth and then to facilitate how they 
apply it for the Greatest Good of All Concerned.  Sadly, not all people in the world are here to 
be of Divine Service to Humanity or any other life form for that matter. 

The answer is simple in words, not so simple in the Rightful Application to All of God Life. 

The short answer is, directly after that statement is goes on to say, “The creed that you 
write today may not fit the viewpoint of tomorrow; hence the safe and sure religious 
foundation for all men is that laid down by Jesus, ‘The Spirit of Truth’ shall Guide you into 
all ‘Truth’.  A statement setting forth the teaching of a religious institution is essential, but 
compelling clauses should be omitted”.  Therefore, anything one does must follow Cosmic 
Law based upon the Impersonal Life and not the personality life!  If one were to follow the 
Living Example of Jesus the Christ, ‘In The Spirit of Truth’, then it shall be the Path to take 
to seek out All Truth!  The moment one implements a personality aspect within the task, 
deed, or Vision then these are the clauses that will not apply! 

I Know, Peter, that you have based your concern upon the Laws that I Myself have Applied to 
this Class and that this Truth conflicts in some way, in your mind, as to what the Master DK 
has shared about Divine Economy and those drawn to it, where resonance is not as important, 
focus can be multilayered, etc.  However, We are not speaking of the same Facets of Group 
Participation, Group Effort, Unified Cohesion, Group Awareness, Group Function or Group 
Attention to Purpose.  DK is Absolutely Correct and within the Law of the Impersonality Life 
with personality visions, which are True to the Cosmic Laws, are well Applied to those 
endeavours.  Yet, So ‘I AM’!  The difference is solely the Vision, Focus, Attention, Function and 
Purpose. 

Master DK, The Great Divine Director, Beloved El Morya and Master Hilarion, all have one of 
Their Focuses upon the Laws of Divine Economy.  I, as well as many others, have a Focus on 
the speeding up of the Impending need to Formulate and Make Manifest the Living Platform 



for the New Earth Christ Councils to be Grounded.  That means, in many ways, that if We look 
at Divine Order, the efficacy of Divine Economy will only come when sufficient people have 
Greater Awareness of what the Christ Councils represent and how they Function.   

This Class then, is VERY SPECIFIC, in that as We have told you, is to fast track those ready to 
move into the Manifestation of these Councils of Light within the environments of  what We 
are deeming to be Etheric Temples such as the EGA Headquarters, Pyramidal Narayana Joy 
Sanctuaries and Communities!  This in turn, is Cosmic Law and that is why I ONLY Desire those 
of you herein, who will give your Undivided Attention to the Training, which I have Accepted 
from God, as My Role to Support those in the most advantageous places to succeed in the 
shortest time possible!  All else have no place here, for their present Vision, Focus, Attention, 
Function and Purpose and more importantly Effort and Obedience to their ‘I AM’ Presence is 
not consistent of what this Class represents.   

This, in no way, can be fudged by the ego personality, for as I have told you, Nature or Natural 
Law or Cosmic Law only Knows Truth and is not personal it is Impersonal!  And here We are 
dealing with Impersonality!  This is where the Vision of Each Member here MUST be 
Absolutely in Alignment upon ALL Levels of this particular, Shamballa Endeavour, as Part of 
the Core Embodiment or the Esoteric Vision and not the more public embodiment that 
entails a wider field of engagement and more exoteric visions.  This is a Divine Plan Created, 
Endowed and Empowered within the Chambers of Shamballa and is not a human plan that 
some continue to feel is not True To Life or is Unassailable and not Guaranteed to Succeed.  
Success Dear Ones, is in the eyes of the beholder and the One’s Who Know the Vision of Their 
Own Soul and who have no doubts being imposed by their ego-personality.  Doubt has no 
place in Manifestation or Precipitation, not at any Level! 

You see Dear Ones, until the Christ Councils have Been Created, at the very least, 1 Full 
Membership of 12, in a physical location upon the Earth and is Functioning as a Council Will, 
then the details of Divine Economy will not be able to be fully placed into its Rightful 
Application.  In a Christ Council, Absolutely no personality ego-mind set will be allowed to be 
present.  In the unfoldment of Divine Economic structures, governance, administration and 
human activities, in all facets of human relationships, there shall only be mostly ego 
personalities that continue to function in all daily world affairs, for many, decades to come!  
To put this into perspective, remember the John the Baptist Discourse, Part 1 - Paying It 
Forward - Concept Above The Principle – John The Baptist, 25th June 2019, when explained 
the difference between the Shamballa Levels of Consciousness and the Hierarchy Levels of 
Consciousness.  He said, 

“There are two ways to look at your problem; there are two perspectives here.  That of the 
Great Divine Director who looks at it from one Perspective and, of course, He is absolutely 
Right.  He is looking at it from the Perspective which sees you as Souls within an Ashram or 
Ashramic Consciousness.  Remember the Elemental Grace Alliance is now Known within the 
Higher Realms as an Ashram in its own right! 

“Perhaps because My Own position like most of the Masters in the Hierarchy is far below His 
Own and because My/Our Responsibilities are not so Great nor so Wide and Our Relationship 
with you is somewhat different (from a different level altogether), I prefer to look at your 
problem from the perspective which sees you as incarnating Souls, not so much from the 



perspective of you as Souls in the Ashram, but as incarnating focuses of consciousness within 
your own brain.  It is attempting, endeavouring, making every effort, to become Soul-
Identified, to become Soul-Focused, to become Soul-Active and it is with this, from this 
perspective that I/We view you.  I Am saying very frankly and very honestly that you should 
consider anything you receive from Us in this Light.”  End Excerpt 

I have told you in my Discourse, Part 9 – I Am Freedom Alchemy Class – Introduction – Born 
Of The Virgin Of Christ – St. Germain 31st January 2020. 

“We have 2 years to do this Dear Brothers and Sisters and We will do this in a way that no 
other Group on the Planet will do it!  There are many other Groups doing similar things, so do 
not think that the EGA is special, it is not!  It is simply taking an alternative Route to Its 
destination!”  End Excerpt   

So, I therefore See you All as Souls within the Ashram!  Here you have Divine Order playing 
out right before your eyes, whereby the EGA can be catapulted into the New Realms of Earthly 
Activities not seen here in the History of this Earth and Solar System, or Universe for that 
matter!  For those working upon the ‘True Constitution’ of the Elemental Grace Alliance at 
this time, I tell you, stay True to Your ‘I AM’ Presence, remove all aspects of personality-based 
concepts and adhere to the use of Cosmic Law. 

As Lord Metatron in His Discourse, ‘Organismal, Community and Ecological Study -Structural 
Living Light Integrity - Lord Metatron, 8th July 2019, has told you.   

“Needless to say, if a one-pointed focus is followed then it will cut out of one’s life much in the 
way of non-essentials.  Intuitive Recognition then must also have become a part of the Seeker’s 
equipment, for it is extremely important in right interpretation.  Any Truth, regardless of the 
Purity of its Source, is coloured by the State of Consciousness through which it passes; 
therefore, the Seeker must first see to his or her own mental, emotional and physical aura.  
What type and quality of Thought-form does he or she usually entertain?  What does he or 
she consider as being Absolute Truth?  What habit patterns of thought tend to distort Truth 
as it passes through them?  

“Masters, could you but realize that all Truth is Simple?  The mental body of most persons is 
so filled with complex patterns of thought that Truth, to reach the brain consciousness, loses 
its meaning as it passes through the maze of the individual’s thinking processes. 

“All Truth loses some of Itself when clothed in words, but if properly understood as an 
Abstraction, before being clothed in Concrete Mind Substance, its reality will underlie the 
form.  The form will be seen to contain depth and the inner meaning will be Intuited from 
within that depth.  In order to accomplish facility in bringing down a concept or idea from 
Abstract Levels to Concrete Levels, one must first rightly interpret the Abstraction.  One must 
understand it in its Abstract Sense and this depends upon Right Alignment.   

“You will remember what I have just stated concerning the maze of habit patterns within the 
mental body.  This maze must be by-passed and eventually eliminated through lack of use.  
Realize a direct line of Light extending from the brain, through the mind to the Soul and bring 
your concept down via this Path to the brain consciousness. 



“When you can do this, there will be a Heart Response to the Concept and the Head and the 
Heart, Working in Unison, will bring the Intuition to bear upon the Abstraction.  It will be seen 
in its Entirety and Instantly its meaning will be Intuited without the use of words, or any of the 
usual mental processes.  Then and only then, will you be ready to give it Concrete Form, free 
of error.  But even then, the danger of misinterpretation is not entirely passed. 

“Now you must put that mental body to work; use it as your instrument.  Do not let it use you.  
Remember that within it are many forms, some of which will be in direct conflict with the Truth 
you have Intuited, many which would distort and twist your Abstraction into such a form that 
even you would fail to understand it and your moment of Intuitive Perception would be lost 
even to yourself. 

“At this point the Disciple or Initiate must pause, get a firm grasp of the Abstraction, hang on 
to it, so to speak, until its Vibration is so strong as to set into motion the form-making 
substance of the mental body.”  End Excerpt  

You see, Dear Brothers and Sisters, how important it is to Understand all facets of what you 
are doing, if you wish to embody the Truth within whatever you do!  No-one here in the EGA 
should be doing anything less than Qualification, Qualification, Qualification with your ‘I AM’ 
Presence or Those Who Speak On Its Behalf, just as is being engaged herein.  This, all faithfully 
and honestly, begins with the use of Visualizations.  The EGA uses these Methods within the 
Sun of Even Pressure Council Invocations, but I would ask now that this be extended into all 
other areas of the Elemental Grace Alliance’s Divine Plan.  And that means EVERYTHING!  Do 
not be misled by your own ego-personality any longer.  Know what you wish to make manifest 
physically or Divinely Precipitated from the Ethers!  The process is the same and that is what 
I Am going to speak of for the rest of this Discourse and the one that shall follow. 

In the Unveiled Mysteries I shared that True Visualization is God’s Attribute and Power of 
Sight Acting out in the mind of man and woman.  When one consciously picture in his or her 
mind a desire they wish fulfilled, he or she is using one of the most powerful means of bringing 
it into their visible, tangible experience.  There is much confusion and uncertainty in the minds 
of many concerning what actually happens when one visualizes or makes a mental picture of 
something they desire.  No form ever came into existence anywhere in the Universe unless 
someone had consciously held a picture of that form in their thought; for every thought 
contains a picture of the idea within it.  Even an abstract thought has a picture of some kind, 
or at least a picture that is one’s mental concept of it.   

I will give you an exercise by which one may develop, consciously control and direct their 
visualizing activities for definite accomplishment.  There are several steps to the process 
which every Disciple or Initiate can use at any and all times.  The practice does bring visible, 
tangible results when really applied.   

1. The first step is to determine upon a definite plan or desire to be fulfilled.  In this, see 
that it is constructive, honorable and worthy of your time and effort.  Be sure to 
examine your motive for bringing such a creation into expression.  It must be honest, 
both toward yourself and the rest of the world, not merely to follow a whim or gratify 
appetites of the physical senses.  Remember there is a vast difference between use, 
desire and appetite.  ‘Use’ is the fulfilling of the Great Universal Law of Service.  



‘Desire’ is the expanding activity of God through which manifestation is constantly 
sustained and is Perfection enlarging itself.  ‘Appetite’ is but habit established by the 
continued gratification of the feeling nature and is but energy focused and qualified 
by suggestions from the outer activity of life. 

Be very sure that there is no lurking feeling within that you would be glad to benefit 
at the expense of another.  A ‘True Disciple or Initiate’ and only such a one will get the 
benefit out of this kind of training, takes the reins into their own hands and determines 
to discipline and consciously controls the human self.  They choose what shall or shall 
not be in his world and through the process of picturing within their mind designs and 
brings into manifestation a definitely determined Plan of Life. 

2. The second step is to state your plan in words as concisely and clearly as possible.  
Write this down.  Thus, you make a record of your desire in the outer, visible, tangible 
world. 

3. The third step is to close the eyes and ‘see’ within your mind a mental picture of your 
desire or plan in its finished, perfect condition and activity.  Contemplate the fact that 
your ability to create and see a picture within your own consciousness is God’s 
Attribute of Sight Acting in you.  The Activity of ‘Seeing’ and the power to ‘Create’ are 
attributes of your God Self which you ‘Know’ and feel is within you at all times.  God’s 
Life and Power are Acting within your consciousness to propel into your outer world 
the picture you are ‘seeing’ and ‘feeling’ within yourself. 

Keep reminding the intellect that the ability to picture is an attribute of God, the Attribute of 
Sight.  The power to feel, experience and associate with the perfected picture is God’s Power.  
The substance used in the world without, to make the form in your picture and plan is God’s 
Pure Substance.  Then you must ‘Know’, God is the Doer, the Doing and the Deed of every 
constructive form and action that ever has been sent forth into the world of manifestation.  
When you thus use all the constructive processes, it is impossible for your plan ‘not to come 
into your visible world’.   

Read your Desire or Plan over as many times in the day as possible and always just before 
retiring, because on going to sleep immediately after contemplating the picture in your own 
mind, a full impression is left upon the human consciousness undisturbed for a number of 
hours, enabling it to be recorded deeply in the outer activity and allowing the force to be 
generated and accumulated which propels it into the outer experience Life.  In this way you 
can carry any desire or picture into your consciousness as it enters the Great Silence in sleep.  
There it becomes charged by God’s Greatest Power and Activity, which is always within the 
Heart of the Great Silence. 

Under no circumstances discuss either your desire or the fact that you are Visualizing with 
anyone ‘whatsoever’.  This is Imperative.  Do not talk to yourself about it out loud or even in 
a whisper; for you should realize that the greater the Accumulation of Energy Generated by 
your Visualization, Contemplation and Feeling the Reality of your picture, the quicker it will 
come into your outer experience. 



Thousands of desires, ambitions, or ideals would have manifested into the outer experience 
of individuals, if they had not discussed them with friends or acquaintances.  When you decide 
to definitely bring about an experience through consciously directed visualization, you 
become ‘The Law of The One’ to whom there is no opposite.  You must make your own 
decision and stand back of your own decree with all your power.  It means you must take an 
unshakable, determined stand.  To do so, know and feel that it is God Desiring, God Feeling, 
God Knowing, God Manifesting and God Controlling everything concerning it.  This is The 
Law of The One God and God Only.  Until this is fully understood you cannot and never will 
get your manifestation; for the moment a human element enters, you are taking it out of 
God’s hands and of course it cannot express because you are neutralizing it by the human 
qualities of time, space, place and a thousand and one other imaginary conditions which God 
does not recognize. 

No one can ever ‘Know God’ as long as he or she considers a force opposed to God; for 
whenever he or she acknowledges that two forces can act, they have a resultant quality of 
neutralizing activity. 

When you have neutralization, you have no definite quality either way.  You merely have 
nothing, or ‘no thing’ in your manifestation.  When you acknowledge ‘God The One’ you have 
only Perfection manifesting instantly, for there is nothing to oppose or neutralize it, no 
element of time. 

So, is it established unto you, for there is none to oppose what God Decrees? 

Conditions can never improve for anyone until he or she desires Perfection and stops 
acknowledging a power opposed to God, or that there is something either in or outside of 
them that can prevent God’s Perfection from expressing.  One’s very acknowledgment of a 
condition that is less than All of God is his or her deliberate choice of an imperfection and that 
kind of choice is the fall of man or woman.  This is deliberate and intentional because he or 
she is free every moment to think whatsoever he or she chooses to think.  Incidentally, it takes 
no more energy to think a thought or picture of Perfection than it does one of imperfection. 

You are The Creator ‘localized’ to design and create Perfection in your world and place in the 
Universe.  If Perfection and Dominion are to be Expressed, you must Know and Acknowledge 
ONLY ‘The Law of The One’.  The One Exists and Controls completely everywhere in the 
Universe.  You are the Self-Consciousness of Life, The One Supreme ‘Presence’ of the Great 
Flame of Love and Light.  You alone are the Chooser, the Decreer of the qualities and forms 
you wish to pour your Life into; for you are the only energizer of your world and all it contains.  
When you think or feel, part of your Life energy goes forth to sustain your creation. 

Cast out of mind then all doubt or fear of the fulfillment of that which you are picturing.  
Should any such thoughts or feelings which are, after all, but human emanations that do not 
contain perfection come to your consciousness, instantly replace them by the full 
acknowledgment of your Presence and world as the ‘Life of God The One’.  Further than that, 
be completely unconcerned about it, except during the time you are visualizing.  Have no set 
time in your mind for results, except to know there is only now just the immediate moment.  
Take this discipline, use it and you can manifest a resistless power in action that cannot and 
never did fail. 



Always remember You Are God Picturing.  You Are God Intelligence Directing.  You Are God 
Power Propelling.  It is God’s Your Substance Being Acted Upon.  As you realize this and 
contemplate the fullness of it often, everything in the Universe rushes to fulfill your desire, 
your command, your picture; for it is all constructive and therefore agrees with the Original 
Divine Plan for Self-Conscious Life.  If the human side of you really agrees to the Divine Plan 
and accepts it, there can be no such thing as delay or failure; for all energy has the inherent 
Quality of Perfection within it and rushes to Serve its Creator.  Perfection is the only 
predestination there is. 

As your Desire or Picture is constructive, you are God Seeing His, Her Own Plan.  When God 
‘Sees’, it is an irrevocable decree or command to appear now.  In the creation of this earth 
and system of worlds, God said: ‘Let there be Light’ and Light appeared.  It did not take eons 
of time to Create Light.  The same Mighty God is in you now; and when you see or speak, it is 
His Attribute of Sight and Speech which is Acting in, through and all around you. 

If you realize what this ‘truly means’, you can command by His Full Power and Authority; for 
you are His Life Consciousness and It is only the Self-Consciousness of your Life that can 
command, picture, or desire a constructive and Perfect Plan.  Every constructive plan is His 
Plan.  Therefore, you know God is acting commanding: ‘Let this desire or plan be fulfilled 
now’ and It is Done. 

Let Us pause within an intermission for now and return to this thread as time permits!  Just 
be mindful that this exercise is now an imminent fixed Group Effort that shall be individually 
expressed.  Start then to out-picture within your mind, what you wish to make manifest in 
your life now, that you do not already have, or what you would like to experience that you 
have not yet experienced, within the Steps provided herein!  We will formalize this exercise 
next time! 

To Know God First Know Yourself! 
Take the Path of Least Resistance! 

No Longer Seek Further That Which Is Seen, 
Rather Seek ONLY Now That Which Is Unseen! 

May You Pass Every Test. 
 

‘I AM’ Your Holy Brother Standing within the Light of Your ‘I AM’ Presence With You.   
‘I AM’ St. Germain. 

BENEDICTION:  We Give Praise and Thanks that You Are the Governing, Healing, Acting 
Presence and Intelligent Love Ruling All in Our Lives!  You Mighty Presence Whom We 
in Great Joy Have Welcomed into Our Hearts and Lives, We Thank You for Your Great 
Wondrous Radiance and Light, Your Mighty Wisdom and Conquering Power; and We 
Trust That You May Decree Justice Now and For All Time to Ourselves and Mankind.  
We Give Thanks and Adoration for Your Gift in Knowledge for Our Forward Movements 
in This Time and Space; That the Understandings Which Are Embedded Within Shall 
Create All That Is Visualized Through Cosmic Law. 

 


